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A DIRICHLET{NEUMANN TYPE ALGORITHM FOR CONTACT
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Abstrat. Domain deomposition tehniques provide a powerful tool for the numerial approx-
imation of partial dierential equations. We introdue a new algorithm for the numerial solution of
a nonlinear ontat problem with Coulomb frition between linear elasti bodies. The disretization
of the nonlinear problem is based on mortar tehniques. We use a dual basis Lagrange multiplier
spae for the oupling of the dierent bodies. The boundary data transfer at the ontat zone is
essential for the algorithm. It is realized by a saled mass matrix whih results from the mortar
disretization on non-mathing triangulations. We apply a nonlinear blok Gau{Seidel method as
iterative solver whih an be interpreted as a Dirihlet{Neumann algorithm for the nonlinear prob-
lem. In eah iteration step, we have to solve a linear Neumann problem and a nonlinear Signorini
problem. The solution of the Signorini problem is realized in terms of monotone multigrid methods,
[Kor97a, Kra01℄. Numerial results illustrate the performane of our approah in 2D and 3D.
Key words. mortar nite elements, dual spae, Dirihlet{Neumann algorithm, non-mathing
triangulations, multigrid methods, ontat problems, linear elastiity
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1. Introdution. We present domain deomposition methods within the frame-
work of mortar tehniques [BMP93, BMP94℄. Originally introdued as a nononform-
ing method for the oupling of spetral elements, these tehniques an be used in
a large lass of situations. The oupling of dierent physial models, disretization
shemes or non-mathing triangulations along interior interfaes of the domain an
be analyzed by mortar methods. These domain deomposition tehniques provide
a more exible approah than standard onforming formulations, and are of speial
interest for time dependent problems, rotating geometries, inhomogeneous materi-
als, problems with loal anisotropies, orner singularities, ontat problems and when
dierent terms dominate in dierent regions of the simulation domain. One major re-
quirement to obtain optimal disretization shemes is that the interfaes between the
dierent regions are handled appropriately, see, e.g., [BD98, Ben99, BMP93, BMP94℄.
Very often, suitable mathing onditions at the interfaes an be formulated as weak
ontinuity onditions. Here, we onsider mortar nite element formulations based on
a dual basis for the Lagrange multiplier spae, see [Woh00℄, with speial emphasis
on nonlinear ontat problems. As a onsequene of the biorthogonality relation and
in ontrast to the standard mortar methods, the loality of the support of the nodal
basis funtions of the orresponding onstrained spae is preserved.
We fous on a nonlinear problem modeling the ontat of linear elasti bodies.
The atual zone of ontat is not known in advane and has to be identied dur-
ing the iteration proess. A lot of work has been done on ontat problems, see, e.g.,
[DNS99, WG97, HH80, HH81, ESW99℄ and [Wri95, IHL88, KO88a℄ for survey papers.
Two main diÆulties our in the numerial simulation of ontat problems. The rst
is the handling of the boundary data transfer at the interfae between the two bodies.
In our setting, this information transfer is realized in terms of the saled mass matrix
from the mortar formulation. The seond diÆulty is the intrinsi nonlinearity of the

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2problem at the ontat boundary. To overome this diÆulty, we use a monotone
multigrid method as a subdomain solver, see [Kor97a, KK99, KK00, Kra01℄. This
method provides an eÆient iterative sheme for ellipti obstale problems inluding
the Signorini problem. We refer to [Kra01℄ for a theoretial and numerial analyzis.
However, it annot be applied diretly to multi body problems with non-mathing
triangulations. Using mortar tehniques for the disretization and a monotone multi-
grid method as subdomain solver, we introdue a new algorithm for the numerial
solution of ontat problems. It an be interpreted as a nonlinear Dirihlet{Neumann
type preonditioner.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2, we onsider a nonlinear
ontat problem. We fous on the elasti ontat without frition between deformable
bodies. The disretization at the interfae is based on a mortar oupling in terms of a
dual Lagrange multiplier spae. Using the role of the Lagrange multiplier, we formu-
late a nonlinear Dirihlet{Neumann algorithm in Setion 3. In Setion 4, numerial
results in 2D are presented illustrating the onvergene rates of our algorithm. We
extend our approah in Setion 5 to ontat problems with Coulomb frition. Com-
pared to Setion 3, no additional outer iteration is required. Finally in Setion 6,
numerial results are shown in 2D and 3D illustrating the eÆieny and exibility of
our proposed algorithm.
2. A nonlinear fritionless ontat problem. In this setion, we onsider
a nononforming approah for the elasti ontat between deformable bodies. One
of the major diÆulties in the numerial simulation of ontat problems is the non-
dierentiability of the assoiated energy funtional at the ontat boundary. Very
often regularization tehniques; see, e.g., [CSW99, ESW99℄, or augmented Lagrangian
methods; see, e.g., [Tal94, PC99℄ are used.
Material 1
Material 2
free displacement
no penetration
L 2 u2 = f2
L 1  u 1 = f1
Fig. 2.1. Nonlinear ontat problem
Figure 2.1 illustrates the situation at the ontat zone between two bodies. No
penetration between the bodies ours but free tangential displaement is permitted.
For simpliity, we restrit ourselves to the ase of two deformable bodies in ontat.
The two bodies in their referene onguration are identied with the domains 

k

IR
d
, k = 1; 2, d = 2; 3, and we deompose the solution u in u = (u
1
;u
2
), and write
(u
k
)
n
:= u
k
 n
k
, k = 1; 2, where n
k
is the outer unit normal on 

k
. The non-
mortar side is assoiated with subdomain 

1
. We start with the deomposition of
the boundary of 
 into three disjoint parts,  
D
is the Dirihlet part,  
N
denotes the
Neumann part and  
C
stands for the ontat boundary. The atual ontat zone
between the two bodies is a priori unknown and is assumed to be a subset of  
C
. We
denote tensor and vetor quantities by bold symbols, e.g.,  and v, and its omponents
by 
ij
and v
i
, 1  i; j  d. The partial derivative with respet to x
j
is abbreviated
with the index
;j
. Furthermore, we enfore the summation onvention on all repeated
indies ranging from 1 to d, and we denote by Æ
ij
the Kroneker symbol.
We start with the ase that no frition ours at the ontat boundary. Then, the
3nonlinear ontat problem an be written as a boundary value problem. In addition
to the equilibrium onditions in 

1
and 

2
and the boundary onditions on 

 
ij
(u)
;j
= f
i
; in 

1
[ 

2
;
u = 0; on  
D
;

ij
(u)  n
j
= p
i
; on  
N
;
(2.1)
we have the following onditions on the possible ontat boundary  
C

T
(u
1
) = 
T
(u
2
) = 0 ;

n
(u
1
) = 
n
(u
2
)  0 ;
(2.2)
and the linearized ontat ondition on  
C
t  (u
1
)
n
+ (u
2
)
n
;
0 = ((u
1
)
n
+ (u
2
)
n
  t)
n
(u
1
) ;
(2.3)
where the funtion t :  
C
 IR
d
 ! IR is the distane between the two bodies in nor-
mal diretion taken with respet to the referene onguration; see [HH80, BGK87℄.
We assume that t is ontinuous. The system (2.1) is obtained by the equation of
equilibrium, the strain-displaement relation and the onstitutive law. In the ase
of a linear elasti material, the stress tensor  depends linearly on the innitesimal
strain tensor (u) := 1=2(ru+ru
T
). The stress tensor  is given by Hooke's law

ij
(u) := E
ijlm
u
l;m
;
where Hooke's tensor E := (E
ijlm
)
d
ijlm=1
, E
ijlm
2 L
1
(
), is assumed to be suÆ-
iently smooth, symmetri and uniformly positive denite. In the ase of a homoge-
neous isotropi material, Hooke's tensor has the simple form
E
ijlm
=
E 
(1 + )(1  2)
Æ
ij
Æ
kl
+
E
2(1 + )
(Æ
ik
Æ
jl
+ Æ
il
Æ
jk
) ;
where E > 0 is Young's modulus and  2 (0; 1=2) is the Poisson ratio. Figure 2.2
illustrates the normal stress at the ontat boundary.
σ
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Ω
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2(u )
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2
Fig. 2.2. Normal stress at the ontat boundary
Here, we onsider a ontat problem without frition. Thus, the tangential om-
ponent of the stress tensor vanishes at the ontat boundary, and is set to zero in the
rst equation of (2.2). We have only ontat pressure at  
C
. If there is no ontat
between the two bodies, the boundary stresses at  
C
are zero; see (2.2) and (2.3).
The bilinear form a(; ) is dened by
a(v;w) :=
2
X
k=1
Z


k
E
ijlm
w
i;j
v
l;m
dx; w;v 2
K
Y
k=1
H
1
(

k
) ;
4where E
ijlm
is assumed to be onstant on eah subdomain andH
1
(

k
) := (H
1
(

k
))
d
.
We write f(v) := (v; f)
0;

+(v;p)
0; 
N
and denote by f
k
() and a
k
(; ) the restrition
of f() and a(; ) to 

k
; k = 1; 2, respetively.
The weak solution of the nonlinear ontat problem an be obtained by a mini-
mization problem on a onvex set. We dene the onvex set K of admissible displae-
ments by
K = fv 2 H
1

(

1
)H
1

(

2
) j (v
1
)
n
+ (v
2
)
n
 tg ;
where H
1

(

k
)  H
1
(

k
) satises homogeneous Dirihlet boundary onditions on


k
\ 
D
. Then, the weak solution of (2.1){(2.3) is dened by: Find u 2 K suh that
J(u)  min
v2K
J(v) ; (2.4)
where the energy funtional J() is given by J(v) :=
1
2
a(v;v)   f(v) on K; see,
e.g., [HH80, BGK87℄. The minimization problem (2.4) is equivalent to a variational
inequality: Find u 2 K suh that
a(u;v   u)  f(v   u); v 2 K :
Our approah on the disrete level is based on a Neumann{Dirihlet algorithm
and inexat solvers. In eah step, a linear inhomogeneous Neumann problem has to be
solved. This is done by standard multigrid tehniques. Furthermore, a nonlinear one-
sided ontat problem has to be solved. Here, we use monotone multigrid methods; see
[Kor97b, KK00, Kra01℄. The information transfer at the ontat boundary is realized
in terms of the saled mass matrix. The major advantages of this new approah are the
eÆieny of the iterative solver, and the a priori estimates for the boundary stresses
at the atual ontat zone. Introduing the boundary stress formally as Lagrange
multiplier, the Neumann{Dirihlet formulation an be interpreted as a mortar setting.
In ontrast to penalty methods, the disretization error of the boundary stresses does
not depend on regularization parameters.
To motivate our approah, let us assume for the moment that the ontat stress

n
is known on  
C
. Then, problem (2.1){(2.3) an be deoupled in the following
way: In a rst step, we solve an inhomogeneous Neumann problem on 

2
: Find
u
2
2 H
1

(

2
) suh that
a
2
(u
2
;v) = f
2
(v) + (
n
;v
n
)
0; 
C
; v 2 H
1

(

2
) : (2.5)
Having u
2
2 H
1

(

2
), u
1
2 H
1

(

1
) an be obtained in terms of u
2
j
 
C
. We dene the
onvex set K
v
2
of admissible displaements for a given v
2
2 H
1

(

2
)
K
v
2
:= fv
1
2 H
1

(

1
) j (v
1
)
n
 t  (v
2
)
n
on  
C
g :
Then, the one-sided ontat problem on 

1
an be written as a variational inequality:
Find u
1
2 K
u
2
suh that
a
1
(u
1
;v   u
1
)  f
1
(v   u
1
); v 2 K
u
2
: (2.6)
The disretization of the set K
v
2
is given by
K
h
v
2
:= fv
1
2 X
1;h
j (v
1
)
n
(p)  t(p)  (v
2
)
n
(p) for all p 2 P
C
g ; (2.7)
5whereX
k;h
is the nite element spaeX
h
\H
1

(

k
), k = 1; 2, of vetor valued pieewise
linear hat funtions on 

k
. P
C
denotes the set of verties on the non-mortar side of
 
C
, and  is a suitable mapping from the mortar side on the non-mortar side. In
the onforming ase where  = Id is the standard hoie, a priori estimates for the
disretization error an be found in, e.g., [KO88b℄. We refer to [BHL97, BHL99℄ for an
a priori analysis in the nononforming ase. Results on a posteriori error estimation
for unilateral ontat problems an be found in [CHP00℄. Numerial examples for a
mortar oupling with standard Lagrange multipliers in 2D without frition are given
in [Hil00℄. In the following, we do not use an additional index h to denote the disrete
approximation u = (u
1
;u
2
) 2 X
1;h
X
2;h
, and  stands for the disrete boundary
stress. Here, in an abuse of notation, we do not distinguish between an element v 2 X
h
and its vetor representation with respet to the standard nodal basis. In addition, we
identify the spaes X
k;h
and IR
n
k
, n
k
:= dimX
k;h
, k = 1; 2. For k = 1; 2, we denote
by A
k
N
the stiness matrix with respet to a
k
(; ) and by f
k
the vetor assoiated
with the right hand side. The index N of A
k
N
indiates that the stiness matrix
orresponds to Neumann type boundary onditions at the interfae.
Before we formulate our algorithm, we onsider the information transfer at the
interfae in more detail. We dene the projetion  in terms of a dual Lagrange
multiplier spae. Let 
j
, 1  j  N
C
, be the standard pieewise linear hat funtions
assoiated with the non-mortar side. N
C
:= #P
C
stands for the number of verties on
the non-mortar side. We denote by  
j
, 1  j  N
C
, a set of loally dened pieewise
linear biorthonormal basis funtions, i.e.,
Z
 
C
 
j

l
ds = Æ
jl
; 1  j; l  N
C
:
Moreover, we assume that P
0
( 
C
)  span f 
j
; 1  j  N
C
g =:M
h
. The existene of
suh basis funtions supported by two edges has been established, see, e.g., [Woh01℄.
We note that in ontrast to a standard mortar approah with rosspoints, no mod-
iation of the dual basis funtions in the neighborhood of the endpoints of  
C
is
neessary. Now, we dene our projetion : X
2;h
 ! X
1;h
,
( v)
i
:=
N
C
X
j=1
Z
 
C
v
i
 
j
ds 
j
; v 2 X
2;h
; 1  i  d :
It is lear that  an also be applied to v
2
2 H
1

(

2
). We denote the algebrai
representation of  as funtion from IR
n
2
onto IR
n
1
by S, and we observe that S is a
n
1
n
2
matrix, whih onsists of large zero bloks and one non zero blok assoiated
with the verties on the non-mortar and mortar side. Solving a disrete Dirihlet
problem on 

1
provides an approximation for the orresponding ux  2 M
h
:=
(M
h
)
d
on  
C
. Within the mortar approah the disrete ux  is uniquely dened by
Z
 
C
 v ds = a
1
(u
1
;v)  f
1
(v); v 2 X
1;h
:
Using  2M
h
in (2.5), we nd for an element v
2
in X
2;h
Z
 
C
 v
2
ds =
Z
 
C
 v
2
ds =
Z
 
C


 v
2
ds ;
where 

denotes the adjoint operator of . The matrix representation of whih is
given by S
T
. Here, we identify M
h
with IR
m
, m := dim M
h
 n
1
, and use the
6obstacle
residualstress
trace
Ω Ω1 2
linear non linear
Neumann problem one-sided contact pb.
S
S
T
Fig. 2.3. Disrete Dirihlet{Neumann oupling
embedding IR
m
 IR
n
1
. Figure 2.3 illustrates the role of disrete transfer operators S
and S
T
.
The transfer of the Dirihlet values at the ontat boundary is realized in terms
of the linear operator  and the transfer of the boundary stresses in terms of the
adjoint operator, orresponding to the duality between displaements and stresses. In
the algebrai formulation, the matrix S is used to transfer the displaements on the
mortar side as Dirihlet values, or more preisely as an obstale, onto the non-mortar
side, and the saled boundary stresses are transferred from the non-mortar side to
the mortar side in terms of the transposed matrix S
T
. The interfae onditions of
the mortar formulation guarantee that (2.2) and (2.3) are satised in a weak integral
form.
3. Dirihlet{Neumann algorithm. Now, our nonlinear Neumann{Dirihlet
algorithm is dened in terms of f
1
, f
2
and S:
Choose damping parameters: 0 < !
D
; !
N
 1.
Initialize: X
1;h
3 g
0
= 0; X
2;h
3 p
1
= 0.
For  = 1; : : : ; N do
Solve linear Neumann problem: Find u

2
2 X
2;h
:
A
2
N
u

2
= f
2
  p

:
Transfer of the displaement and damping:
g

= (1  !
D
)g
 1
+ !
D
Su

2
:
Solve nonlinear one-sided ontat problem: Find u

1
2 K
h
g

:
(A
1
N
u

1
;v   u

1
)  (f
1
;v   u

1
); v 2 K
h
g

n
:
Compute the residual r

1
2 X
1;h
:
r

1
= A
1
N
u

1
  f
1
:
Transfer of the boundary stress and damping:
p
+1
= (1  !
N
)p

+ !
N
S
T
r

1
:
In eah step of our algorithm, we use a multigrid methods as solver. The variational
inequality an be solved eÆiently by monotone multigrid methods. The main idea is
to minimize the energy funtional J
1
() on K
h
u
2
suessively in diretion of appropriate
7test funtions. Choosing the multilevel nodal basis of a multigrid hierarhy as test
funtions, this turns out to be a ombination of a projeted blok Gau{Seidel on the
nest grid with loally damped oarse grid orretions, and an be implemented as
a modied V-yle. Sine the oarse grid orretions have to satisfy the onstraints
given by (2.7) with respet to the nest triangulation, suitable non-trivial oarse
grid funtions have to be onstruted. The onstrution of the modied oarse grid
orretions an be found in [Kra01℄. It an be shown, that after a nite number
of iterations the disrete ontat boundary is identied; see [Kor97a℄. Then, the
method degenerates to a standard multigrid method with speial treatment of the
eventually urvilinear ontat boundary. For details and a onvergene theory, we
refer to [KK99, KK00, Kra01℄.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the steps of our Neumann{Dirihlet algorithm for !
D
= 1.
On the left, the rst step is shown. The hoie p
1
= 0 implies that a homoge-
neous Neumann problem has to be solved for u
1
2
. In the ase that we have a full
symmetri problem, it an be easily seen that the hoie !
N
= 1 does not yield a on-
vergent sheme. The iterates osillate between the two rst iterates, i.e., u
2m+1
2
= u
1
2
,
u
2m+2
2
= u
2
2
, m  1.
u
u
2
1
1
1
u
u
2
2
2
1
ω
0<ω
2
2 <1
ω2
=1
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∝
∝
∝
∝
u
u
2
1
Fig. 3.1. First iterates (u
1
1
;u
1
2
) (left), seond iterates (middle) and solution (right)
Remark 3.1. If the atual ontat zone is known, problem (2.1){(2.3) will be
linear. In this ase, we an expet the same order of onvergene as for a standard
Neumann{Dirihlet type preonditioner for mortars, see [Dry99, Dry01℄.
In the mortar setting, the Lagrange multiplier plays the role of Neumann bound-
ary onditions. The ombination of mortar nite elements, monotone multigrid meth-
ods and domain deomposition tehniques denes in a natural way a new solution
algorithm for elasti ontat problems. The disrete boundary stress in the -th it-
eration step 

is the residual r

1
restrited on  
C
., Moreover, we obtain the normal
stress 
n
and the tangential stress 
T
by a loal rotation from the nal 

. We re-
mark, that our approah satises 
T
= 0, although we do not enfore this ondition
on the disrete spae M
h
.
Remark 3.2. Using the vetor valued approah for the Lagrange multiplier spae,
frition terms an be easily inluded. The rst equation in (2.2) has to be replaed by
some frition law, e.g., the Coulomb frition.
For fritionless ontat, the rst equation in (2.2) an also be satised in its
strong form. Then, the Lagrange multiplier spae is a salar funtion and the mortar
approah has to be modied. In partiular at the ontat boundary, we have to impose
Neumann type boundary onditions in tangential diretion and an obstale in normal
diretion.
84. Numerial results. Finally, we present numerial examples for the proposed
algorithm. All our numerial results are arried out within the framework of the nite
element toolbox UG, [BBJ
+
97℄. Our rst test problem is the Hertzian ontat of a
linear elasti irle with a linear elasti plane. In this example, the ontat stresses
an be omputed analytially [Her82℄. To test the performane of our algorithm, we
ompare the omputed boundary stresses with the analytial ones. For omparability,
we hoose the same problem data and geometry as in [CSW99℄. We onsider an elasti
irle with saled material parameters E = 7000,  = 0:3 and radius r = 1, pressed
by a point load F = 100 to a plane with material parameters E = 10
6
,  = 0:45.
As is done in [CSW99℄, we apply the single load as surfae load to avoid a singular-
ity. We use bilinear funtions on quadrilaterals. Figure 4.1 illustrates the performane
of our method. In the left, the maximal ontat stress on eah level is given, in the
middle the ontat stresses and tangential stresses are shown, and in the right, the
omponent 
22
(u) of the stress tensor is depited. The analytial value of 
max
n
= 495
is already reahed on level 5. Here, only 5 nodes of the irle are atual in ontat with
the plane. To demonstrate the exibility of our approah, we do not enfore 
T
= 0
on the spae. The Lagrange multiplier of the mortar method plays the role of the
boundary stresses at  
C
. Thus, the boundary stresses are handled as additional un-
knowns whih are obtained by restriting the residual. This observation predestinates
our algorithm for ontat problems with frition.
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Fig. 4.1. Maximal ontat stresses (left), ontat stresses (middle) and 
22
(right)
As long as the disrete ontat boundary is not fully reognized, the onvergene
of the monotone multigrid method might be slow. This is due to the searh for the
ontat boundary. In this example, the ontat boundary is deteted after at most
three inner iterations, i.e., three iterations of the monotone multigrid method, and no
slowdown ours.
We dene the stopping riteria for our iterative solver in terms of the Lagrange
multiplier. Observing that the hoie of our start vetors guarantees A
1
N
u
n
1
  f
1
= 0
for all interior nodes on 

1
, we nd k(A
1
N
u
n
1
  f
1
)
 
C
k = kA
1
N
u
n
1
  f
1
k. Moreover p

an be interpreted as boundary stress on the mortar side in the -th iteration step.
This observation motivates our stopping riteria
kp
+1
  p

k
kp

k
 TOL
kp
3
  p
2
k
kp
2
k
(4.1)
whih is equivalent to kp

  S
T
r

1
k=kp

k  TOLkp
2
  S
T
r
2
1
k=kp
2
k. The use of the
Eulidean vetor norm is motivated by the mesh dependent norm hk  k
2
0; 
C
for the
Lagrange multiplier. We note that if the disrete boundary stress p is equal zero,
then the ontat problem is degenerated and two linear problems on 

1
and 

2
with
homogeneous Neumann boundary onditions on  
C
have to be solved. In that ase
9sine p
1
= 0, g
0
= 0, we obtain the solution after one step. Moreover if p 6= 0, !
D
= 1
and p

0
= 0, 
0
 2, the algorithm does not onvergene and the damping parameter
!
N
is too large. Table 4.1 shows the number of required iteration steps depending
on the damping parameter and the renement level. We set TOL = 10
 4
. If the
damping parameters are small enough the number of required iteration steps an be
bounded independently of the renement level. Here we use uniform renement on
all levels. We observe a onsiderably smaller number of required iteration steps on
Level 2 and Level 3 for !
D
= 1 and !
N
= 0:4; 0:5; see also Figure 4.3.
Table 4.1
Number of iteration steps, (Lagrange multiplier norm)
lev. 0 lev. 1 lev. 2 lev. 3 lev. 4 lev. 5 lev. 6
!
D
= 1, !
N
= 0:5 11 11 5 6 13 10 12
!
D
= 1, !
N
= 0:4 14 14 8 9 18 15 16
!
D
= 0:5, !
N
= 1 12 11 6 6 6 8 11
!
D
= 0:4, !
N
= 1 16 16 9 10 8 11 11
!
D
= 0:6, !
N
= 0:8 9 8 8 9 7 8 9
!
D
= 0:8, !
N
= 0:6 6 7 9 9 10 8 9
!
D
= 0:7, !
N
= 0:7 8 7 10 9 9 8 9
Figure 4.2 illustrates the inuene of the hoie of the damping parameters. The
error redution g() := kp
+2
  S
T
r
+2
1
k kp
2
k=kp
+2
k kp
2
  S
T
r
2
1
k is shown versus
the number  of iteration steps. If the damping parameter is small enough level
independent upper bounds for the onvergene rates an be observed.
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Fig. 4.2. Error redution for dierent damping parameters !
N
, !
D
Figure 4.3 illustrates the inuene of small and too large damping fators. Small
damping parameters lead to a slow onvergene, see the left and middle piture in
Figure 4.3. On the other hand, the algorithm does not onverge for higher levels if
the damping parameter is too large, see the right piture in Figure 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3. Inuene of too small and too large damping parameters
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To be on the safe side, one has to hose a small damping fator. Unfortunately, the
optimal damping parameter is in general not known. Adaptive strategies ontrolling
the damping parameter might yield onsiderably better results. A dierent possibility
to improve the performane is the use of our algorithm as preonditioner for a Krylov
subspae method. As soon as the atual zone of ontat is deteted, we are in the
linear setting. Then, our algorithm for !
D
= 1 is equivalent to a preonditioned Shur
omplement system, and we an apply a onjugate gradient method.
In our next example, we onsider the elasti ontat of a wrenh and a nut. At
the interior boundary of the nut, i.e., the part of the boundary with outer normal
pointing towards the enter of gravity of the nut, we impose Dirihlet boundary on-
ditions orresponding to a rotation. Homogeneous Dirihlet boundary onditions are
applied at the handle of the wrenh and on all remaining parts of the boundary we
impose homogeneous Neumann onditions. We use linear elements on triangles, and
renement is done adaptively. As an be seen in the right of Figure 4.4, the atual
ontat zone is only a small part of the ontat boundary  
C
. We remark, that a
more realisti model would inlude frition at the interfae.
Fig. 4.4. Initial triangulation (left), deformation and nal triangulation (middle) and zoom at
the ontat zone (right)
5. A ontat problem with Coulomb frition. In this setion, we onsider
a nonlinear ontat problem with frition. For simpliity we restrit ourselves to the
lassial Coulomb frition, and we do not onsider more general non loal frition
laws; see [KO88b℄. Let us onsider for the moment the Signorini problem where an
elasti body is in ontat with a rigid foundation. In that situation, the Coulomb
law an be desribed as follows: As long as the norm of the tangential stress is small
enough, no sliding ours, and the tangential displaement is zero. If the norm of
the tangential stress 
T
reahes a ritial limit, whih is proportional to the absolute
values of the normal stress, sliding in the opposite diretion of 
T
an be observed;
see [KO88b℄. Figure 5.1 illustrates the relation between tangential stress and normal
stress for a sliding and a stiky node.
tan   να    
sticky
σ
σ
α
n
T
= tan   να    
slippy
σ
σ
α
n
T
=
uT
Fig. 5.1. Stiky node (left) and sliding node (right)
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The Coulomb law an be applied for two linear elasti bodies in ontat if we
replae the tangential displaement by the relative tangential displaement; see [IW92,
Ek96℄. Then, the equilibrium onditions at the ontat boundary and the Coulomb's
law read as follows:

T
(u
1
) = 
T
(u
2
); 
n
(u
1
) = 
n
(u
2
)  0 ;
j
T
(u
1
)j  j
n
(u
1
)j; 
T
(u
1
)[u
T
℄ + j
n
(u
1
)j j[u
T
℄j = 0 ;
(5.1)
where  > 0 is the frition oeÆient and the jump is dened by [u
T
℄ := (u
1
)
T
 (u
2
)
T
.
An equivalent formulation of Coulomb's law an be given by j
T
(u
1
)j  j
n
(u
1
)j
and
if j
T
(u
1
)j < j
n
(u
1
)j =) [u
T
℄ = 0
if j
T
(u
1
)j = j
n
(u
1
)j =) [u
T
℄ =  s
T
(u
1
); s  0 ;
see also [Has92, KB92℄. Then, the equilibrium ondition satises the boundary value
problem given by (2.1), (2.3) and (5.1). As in the fritionless ase, we base our
numerial approah on the variational formulation. To do so, we use the priniple of
virtual work and introdue a nonlinear funtional j(; ) to desribe the virtual work
of the fritional fore
j(u;v) :=
Z
 
C
j
n
(u
1
)j j[v
T
℄j ds :
Following the lines of [KO88b, Chapter 10℄, a variational inequality an be obtained
from (2.1), (2.3) and (5.1) by applying Green's formula. The weak form of (2.1), (2.3)
and (5.1) reads as follows: Find u 2 K suh that
a(u;v   u) + j(u;v)  j(u;u)  f(v   u); u 2 K : (5.2)
Moreover under suitable assumptions on the data, (5.2) and (2.1), (2.3) and (5.1)
are equivalent; see [Ek96, Satz 1.6℄. We do not address questions suh as existene,
uniqueness and regularity of a solution. Reently existene results for a large lass
of ontat problems with frition have been obtained. We refer to [Ek96, EJ98,
IHL88, NJH80℄ and the referenes therein. Very often existene proofs are based
on penalization and regularization tehniques, and bounds for the admissible frition
oeÆient an be established; see [EJ98℄.
We follow, the lines of the previous paragraph to motivate our algorithm. Let us
assume that the boundary stresses 
T
and 
n
are known on the ontat boundary.
Then, the boundary value problem (2.1), (2.3) and (5.1) an be deoupled. The solu-
tion on !
N
an be obtained as the solution of an inhomogeneous Neumann problem:
Find u
2
2 H
1

(!
N
) suh that
a
2
(u
2
;v) = f
2
(v) + (
n
;v
n
)
0; 
C
;+(
T
;v
T
)
0; 
C
v 2 H
1

(!
N
) :
To obtain u
1
, we solve a nonlinear one-sided ontat problem with Coulomb frition
on 

1
. Then, the variational inequality (5.2) redues to u
1
2 K
u
2
a
1
(u
1
;v   u
1
) + j
red

n
;u
2
(v)   j
red

n
;u
2
(u
1
)  f
1
(v   u
1
); v 2 K
u
2
;
where the redued form of the virtual work for a given funtion s and a given dis-
plaement w is dened by
j
red
s;w
(v) :=
Z
 
C
 jsj jv
T
 w
T
j ds : (5.3)
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This type of frition law where the ontat stress is assumed to be known is also alled
Tresa frition. Now, we proeed as in the previous paragraph and arry out a xed
point iteration. Our nonlinear Neumann{Dirihlet algorithm for a ontat problem
with Coulomb frition reads as:
Choose damping parameters: 0 < !
D
; !
N
 1.
Initialize: X
1;h
3 g
0
:= 0; X
2;h
3 p
1
:= 0.
For  = 1; : : : ; N do
Solve linear Neumann problem: Find u

2
2 X
2;h
:
A
2
N
u

2
= f
2
  p

:
Transfer of displaements and damping:
g

= (1  !
D
)g
 1
+ !
D
Su

2
:
Solve nonlinear one-sided ontat problem with Coulomb frition:
Find u

1
2 K
h
g

:
(A
1
N
u

1
;v   u

1
) + j
red
(r

1
)
n
;g

(v)   j
red
(r

1
)
n
;g

(u

1
)  (f
1
;v   u

1
); v 2 K
h
g

n
:
Compute the residual r

1
2 X
1;h
:
r

1
= A
1
N
u

1
  f
1
:
Transfer of saled boundary stresses and damping:
p
+1
= (1  !
N
)p

+ !
N
S
T
r

1
:
Here, j
red
;
() is the algebrai representation of the nonlinear funtional j
red
;
() dened
by (5.3). A possible approah for the analysis of our xed point iteration is the theory
of quasi-variational inequalities, i.e., suh inequalities where the onvex set depends on
the solution; see [GJT81, BC84℄. The iterative solution of the nonlinear subproblem
is disussed and analyzed in [Kra01℄.
6. Numerial results with Coulomb frition. In this setion, we present
some numerial results in 2D and 3D illustrating the inuene of the Coulomb frition
on the deformation. In all our 2D results, the frition oeÆient is  = 0:3. We start
with the Hertz problem of Setion 4. Figure 6.1 shows the boundary stresses at the
ontat zone. The initial triangulation has four elements on eah subdomain.
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Fig. 6.1. Initial triangulation (left) and boundary stresses (right)
Comparing Figure 6.1 with Figure 4.1, we nd that the atual zone of ontat
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and the maximal normal stress are onsiderably smaller if Coulomb frition ours.
Between the minimum and the maximum of the tangential stress no sliding ours
at the ontat zone. Sliding nodes an be found in the neighborhood of the left and
right endpoints of the atual ontat.
As a seond example in 2D we onsider a symmetri problem. Here due to the
symmetry, we expet that the tangential stress is zero even if frition terms are in-
luded. Figure 6.2 shows the boundary stress for the fritionless ase and for the ase
inluding Coulomb frition. Comparing the left and right piture in Figure 6.2, we
nd exatly the same values for the normal stress and thus the atual zone of ontat.
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Fig. 6.2. Boundary stresses (fritionless) (left), initial triangulation (middle) and boundary
stresses (Coulomb frition) (right)
In ontrast to the unsymmetri problem in Figure 6.1, no tangential stress ours.
Sine the normal and tangential stress is the same at  
C
, the disrete solutions for
the two situations are the same. Figure 6.3 illustrates the stress omponent 
22
lose
to the ontat zone. Although our Dirihlet Neumann algorithm is non symmetri,
we obtain a symmetri numerial approximation. The numerial results onrms the
exibility and reliability of the non-onforming approah in terms of dual Lagrange
multipliers.
Fig. 6.3. Boundary stress 
22
In our last example, we onsider the elasti ontat of three bodies in 3D. Two
ylinders are in ontat with a hexahedral bar. At the top and bottom of the upper
and lower ylinder, respetively, a displaement in vertial diretion towards the bar
is enfored. As before in 2D, we start with a very oarse initial triangulation, see
Figure 6.4. On Level 0, we only have 5 elements. We use a standard mean value
adaptive renement strategy. The loal renement is ontrolled by a residual based
loal a posteriori error indiator on the subdomains and the information transfer at
the interfae is realized by additional terms in the denition of the loal error india-
tor. On the non-mortar side of the atual ontat zone, the loal jump 1=hk[u℄k
2
0; 
C
measures the non-onformity whih ontrols the disrete non-penetration ondition.
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On the mortar side, we add loally the term hk[℄k
2
0; 
C
whih ontrols the disrete
equilibrium ondition for the stress at the ontat boundary. Here, we interprete  as
a disrete approximation of the stress. In the mortar ontext, the algebrai relation
between the values on mortar 
m
and non-mortar 
nm
side are given by

m
= S
T

nm
;
where 
m
and 
nm
are set to zero in the interior of the subdomains. We note that
we have used disontinuous dual basis funtions on both sides of the ontat zone to
approximate the stress.
The loal weights 1=h and h reet the duality between the H
1=2
and H
 1=2
spaes. In ontrast to onforming methods, no renement rules have to be onsidered
at the interfaes.
Fig. 6.4. Initial (left) and adaptive (right) triangulation of a three body ontat problem in 3D
In the right piture in Figure 6.4 a ut of the adaptive triangulation on Level 7 is
depited, showing the meshes in the interior of the omputational domain. We observe
strong renement in the neighborhood of the ontat zone. Instead of 10; 485; 760
elements in the ase of uniform renement, we have 207; 561 elements on Level 7.
Using a oeÆient of frition of  = 0:25, we obtain 210 non-mortar nodes in ontat
on the nest level and 186 stiky nodes. We note, that no element at the interfae
has been rened within the last renement step.
Fig. 6.5. Tangential (left) and normal (right) stress at one of the interfaes
The asymptoti onvergene rate of our algorithm depends highly on the aspet
ratio of the hexahedral bar. It an be improved by using the proposed algorithm
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as a preonditioner within a Krylov subspae method. Finally, Figure 6.5 shows the
oeÆients with respet to the dual basis of the stress in normal diretion and of
one stress omponent in tangential diretion. The seond tangential omponent is of
smaller size. The ontat stresses are depited with respet to the surfae of the upper
ylinder. This hoie is arbitrary, sine the problem is symmetri with respet to the
symmetry plane of the two ylinders. Sine the width of the ylinder in diretion of the
axis of the ylinder is larger than the width of the bar, the normal stress is zero at the
part of the ylinder's surfae being on the left and right of the bar, respetively. The
tangential stresses inrease until their norm reahes the ritial value j
n
j. Then,
sliding ours in opposite diretion to the tangential stresses. All node on the ontat
boundary lying in between the minimum and maximum of the tangential stresses are
stiky nodes, all others are sliding nodes.
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